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It is located in the Madrid de los Austrias, it's a space at the service of a 
new concept of intellectual work and scientific research.
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Values

The Universidad Eclesiástica San Dámaso is a university of the Archdiocese
of Madrid. It deals with the "Christian revelation and questions related to the same one 
and which, therefore, are more closely connected with its mission of 
evangelization" (Sap. Chr. Proemio III).

Commited for over 100 years with Christian Higher Education, it's the 
only ecclesiastical university in spanish outside Rome Church.

Deep in knowledge of christian revelation and related to it, cultivating and 
promoting disciplines which are peculiar to the adherence to the 
Magisterium to contribute to the understanding of the faith and the 
evangelization of the Church.

Offer a higher level academic training in the sacred sciences, especially 
priests and candidates for the priesthood, both in Spain and abroad.

San Justino had the mission to live 
and build a communion founded 
on the words of Truth, which are 
nothing more than the expression 
of the One who is the Truth, the 
Word made flesh: communicating 
verbum veritatis.

After traveling the Empire, 
surrounding himself with disciples, 
he established a school in Rome. 
The first christian school known. 

“Veritati s 
  verbum  
  communicantes”

Nacionalities converge 
in the University.

15 Centers associated in Spain and abroad.

Erasmus+ and 
agreements with various 
foreign universities.

Agreements with 
academic centers in
                 spanish cities.

University education
Civilly recognized degrees in Spain (RD 1619/2011), with Erasmus+ program for students.
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Make present the christian faith in culture, in particular through 
studies and postgraduate and research work of their teachers.

The Universidad Eclesiástica San Dámaso consists of several faculties, governed by its 
own statutes of each Faculty approved by the Holy See.

► Provide adequate theological
training priests, religious and
faithfaul to the needs of the mission
of the Church.

► His background reaches over a
thousand students from their
centers linked, located on three
continents.

Theology Faculty

Students enrolled at the Higher 
Institute of Religious Sciences in the 

course 2014-2015

Total students from the Faculty 
and Institute in formal and non-
formal education.

► Develops philosophical science in
the field of encounter between
reason and faith, opened to the
needs of the contemporary world.

► Form philosophers for research 
and education in the spirit of the  
philosophia perennis.

Philosophy Faculty

► It promotes the study of classical
literature and ancient christian tradition,
and facilitates learning of various classical
and oriental languages.

► Transmitting the cultural heritage of
christian and classical antiquity.

Faculty of Christian 
and Classical 
Literature

► Grown canonical science within the
mystery of the Church and how
canonists qualified for research,
teaching and application of canon
law.

► Students understand the theological
spirit of the law in the Church, its
origin, evolution and pastoral end.

Canon Law 
Faculty

1.090

3.453
It provides theological training for 
layfaithful and religious peopele, called to the 
different services and responsabilities in the 
evangelizing mission of the Church, as well as 
the candidates to permanent diaconate.

Superior Institute of Religious 
Science

It provides knowledge of the main elements of 
theology and philosophical bases.

Creation of the Faculty 
of Sacred Scripture.
Opening at San 
Buenaventura street in 
Madrid on the site of 
the former palace of the 
Dukes of Osuna.

Creation and implementation 
of the Higher Institute of 
Religous and Catechetics 
Science.

The Congregation for Catholic 
Education raises the Universidad San 
Dámaso, being integrated faculties 
of Theology, Philosophy, Canon Law, 
Christian and Classical Literature, and 
Higher Institute of Religious Sciences.

The new Superior 
Institute of Religious 
Sciences San Damaso is 
erected.

Theological Study is 
raised, developing 
the educational 
activity of the 
seminar. 

It is erected canonically 
San Damaso Theological 
Studies Center.
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Significant events in the history of the University

Cultivate the spirit 
with the 
knowledge makes 
us free and bring 
us closer to whom 
is the Truth.

A Library with over 145.000 volumes

The Universidad San Dámaso Library is one of the major 
pillars within the institution.

Born with the Council Seminary of Madrid and its funds have 
been enriched since its inception by different legacies.

In the middle of last century the  library was organized to offer the 
best possible service, and linked to the Faculty San Damaso, it's a 
real instrument of theological research.




